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Abstract
We compactify the abelian 6d (1,0) tensor multiplet on a circle bundle, thus reducing the
theory down to 5d SYM while keeping all the KK modes. This abelian classical field theory,
when interpreted suitably, has a nonlocal superconformal symmetry. Furthermore, a nonabelian
generalization, where all the KK modes are kept, is possible for the nonlocal superconformal
symmetry, whereas for the local superconformal symmetry we can only realize a subgroup.
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1 Introduction
One proposal for the 6d (2, 0) tensor multiplet compactified on a circle is that this is
fully captured by the dimensionally reduced 5d maximally SYM [4], [5], where instanton
particles are believed to play the role of all the KK particles. For abelian gauge group, a
precise match between all instanton particles and all KK particles was found in [7], [12].
Another proposal has been to add a KK tower of fundamental field excitations to the
5d SYM. It has been shown that this can be done while preserving the 6d (1, 0) Poincare
supersymmetry in flat space with one compact circle direction [11], [6], [14], [15]. In
this paper, we will generalize this construction and consider six-manifolds that are circle-
bundles. On such manifolds, we will realize the 6d (1, 0) superconformal symmetry C6d,(1,0)
on 5d SYM plus the KK tower. But not in a conventional way. This symmetry acts in a
nonlocal way on the fields. Why we need a nonlocal variation is easy to understand. We
assume the existence of a supersymmetry parameter that solves the 6d conformal Killing
spinor equation
DMε = ΓMη (1.1)
Such a supersymmetry parameter depends in general on the location along the circle fiber.
If we use this parameter to make a local variation of a zero mode field, that is, a field in
the 5d SYM multiplet, then the variation of that field has to involve higher KK modes.
If on the other hand we vary the 5d SYM field nonlocally, then we can do that without
bringing in the KK modes into the variation. Thus with a nonlocal variation we can
vary the zero mode fields in a closed way among themselves despite the supersymmetry
parameter itself is not a zero mode. If we restrict ourselves to a local symmetry, then we
can still realize a 5d restriction C5d,(1,0) of C6d,(1,0), where the supersymmetry parameter,
in addition to satisfying (1.1), is constant along the circle fiber,
∂tε(t) = 0 (1.2)
Here we parametrize the position along the fiber by the time coordinate t. The time
derivative coincides with the Lie derivative along the fiber since we use the standard
circle bundle metric, and a reparametrization of t is not allowed because that will take us
outside the standard circle bundle form for the metric. Alternatively, we may write the
condition (1.2) in a coordinate independent way as
LV ε = 0
where V is the Killing vector field along the circle fiber. In [16] we showed that 5d SYM
has the classical symmetry C5d,(1,0).
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2 The six-sphere
To show the existence of a solution to both (1.1) and (1.2) on a curved space, it seems
that the round S6 will be the easiest example to study. The metric on S6 with radius r
in polar coordinates is given by
ds2S6 = r
2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θds2S5
)
where
ds2S5 =
(
dτ + κidx
i
)2
+ ds2CP2
is the metric on the equatorial S5, viewed as a circle-bundle over CP2 with fiber coordinate
τ ∼ τ + 2pi and graviphoton κi whose field strength wij = ∂iκj − ∂jκi is proportional to
the Kahler two-form on CP2. By making the coordinate transformation
R = 2r tan
θ
2
we get
ds2S6 = e
2σ
(
dR2 +R2ds2S5
)
eσ(R) =
1
1 + R
2
4r2
This shows that S6 is conformally flat. We may write this metric in the standard circle-
bundle form
ds2S6 = e
2σ(R)R2
(
dτ + κidx
i
)2
+ e2σ(R)
(
dR2 +R2ds2CP2
)
(2.1)
We may also express this same metric as
ds2S6 = e
2σdxMdxM
eσ =
1
1 + x
MxM
4r2
where xM are Euclidean coordinates on (R6, δMN). In terms of these coordinates, the
most general solution to (1.1) is given by [18]
ε = e
σ
2
(
ε1 + x
MΓMε2
)
where ε1 and ε2 are constant parameters, ∂Mε1,2 = 0. The Killing spinor solution
ε0 = e
σ(R)
2 ε1
3
survives the dimensional reduction along the Hopf fiber along the τ -direction since it does
not depend on the coordinate τ . One may show that once a metric is in the standard
circle-bundle form, the Lie derivative along the τ direction is simply given by L ∂
∂τ
ε = ∂τε.
We note that σ depends on the coordinate R =
√
xMxM in the metric (2.1), but it does
not depend on τ . Thus we have now showed the existence of such a supersymmetry
parameter on the curved space S6.
3 Superconformal algebra in curved space
Let us start with a realization of the C6d,(2,0) symmetry. We assume an abelian gauge
group. The supersymmetry parameter ε satisfies the conformal Killing spinor equation
(1.1) and the 6d Weyl projection Γε = −ε. The (2, 0) tensor multiplet consists of a Weyl
fermion of opposite chirality ΓΨ = Ψ, five scalar fields φA and a two-form gauge field
BMN . The supersymmetry variations are
δφA = iε¯τAΨ
δBMN = iε¯ΓMNψ
δΨ =
1
12
ΓMNP εHMNP − ΓMτAε∂MφA − 4τAηφA (3.1)
The supersymmetric Lagrangian is given by
L = 1
2pi
(
− 1
24
H2MNP −
1
2
(DMφ
A)2 − R
10
(φA)2 +
i
2
Ψ¯ΓMDMΨ
)
More precisely, its supersymmetry variation is given by a total derivative
δL = DM
(
− i
4pi
Ψ¯
(
1
12
ΓRSTΓMεHRST − ΓRτAΓMεDRφA − 4τAΓMηφA
))
If we assume the six-manifold is closed, then the action will be supersymmetric on any
six-manifold where (1.1) has some solution. For instance on S6. However, the above
Lagrangian is written in Lorentzian signature.
In a curved space, we shall distinguish between the Weyl weight W and the scaling
dimension ∆. If the field has tensor indices in the spacetime directions, then these indices
contribute to the scaling dimension but not to the Weyl weight. For instance, BMN has
Weyl weight W = 0 and scaling dimension ∆ = 2. One way to see this is by looking
at the action for a nonchiral tensor gauge field with field strenght HMNP = (dB)MNP in
curved space,
− 1
12
∫
d6x
√−ggMM ′gNN ′gPP ′HMNPHM ′N ′P ′
4
This is invariant under the Weyl transformation
g′MN = e
2ΩgMN
B′MN = BMN
Since BMN is not Weyl rescaled, we will say that it has Weyl weight zero, W = 0. On
the other hand, BMN has scaling dimension ∆ = 2. The scaling dimension appears in the
superconformal algebra in flat space. It does not appear in the superconformal algebra in
curved space. What appears in the superconformal algebra in curved space, is the Weyl
weight.
In curved space, the closure relations are
δ2φA = −iLSφA − 2iWφε¯ηφA − 4iε¯τABηφB
δ2BMN = −iLSBMN − 2iWB ε¯ηBMN + 2∂MΛN
δ2Ψ = −iLSΨ− 2iWψε¯ηΨ− iε¯τABητABΨ
+
3i
8
SNΓ
NΓMDMΨ
− i
8
ε¯ΓNτ
AεΓNτAΓMDMΨ
where SM = ε¯ΓMε is a conformal Killing vector, satisfying
DMSN +DNSM =
1
3
gMND
PSP
Our spinor conventions are summarized in the appendix. The gauge parameters are
ΛM = −iBMNSN + iε¯ΓMτAεφA
and the Weyl weights are
Wφ = 2
WB = 0
Wψ = 5
2
From the above closure relations, we see that the superconformal algebra in curved space
should contain the relation
δ2 = −iLS − 2iW ε¯η − 2ε¯τABηSAB (3.2)
where the generator of SO(5) R-symmetry is represented as
(SAB)CD = 2iδAB,CD
SAB =
i
2
τAB
5
We can recover from (3.2) the usual superconformal algebra relation on flat R5,1 where
the most general solution to (1.1) is given by
ε = ε0 + ΓMηx
M
All the conformal transformations are encoded in the Lie derivative, and in flat space this
Lie derivative becomes
SMPM = ε¯0ΓMε0PM + 2ε¯0ηD + 2ε¯0ΓMNηLMN − η¯ΓMηKM
where
PM = −i∂M
D = −ixM∂M
LMN = i (xM∂N − xN∂M)
KM = −2xMxN∂N + |x|2∂M
and (3.2) leads to
δ2 = ε¯0Γ
Mε0PM + 2ε¯0ηD + 2ε¯0Γ
MNηLMN − η¯ΓMηKM + 2ε¯0τABηSAB
which is part of the (2, 0) superconformal algebra on flat space R1,5, where
PM = PM
D = D − i∆
LMN = LMN + SMN
KM = KM − 2i∆xM − SMNxN
It is particularly interesting to note how the Lorentz generators LMN appear on the
right-hand side in this superconformal algebra. These Lorentz generators do not appear
if we limit ourselves to the Poincare supercharges that gives us only the translational
symmetries.
The advantage with working with the superconformal algebra on curved space is that
we may keep a compact circle direction in the manifold and yet we may ask whether
the theory has the superconformal symmetry. By leaving flat space, we may avoid the
difficult question of how to take the decompactification limit of that circle and the question
of Lorentz symmetry in that limit.
If we consider only the supersymmetry parameter ε0 = e
σ/2ε1 on S
6 and conformally
map this to R6, then we get just the Poincare supersymmetries on R6 and this can only
show us the translational symmetries. To see the Lorentz symmetries on R6 we need the
full 6d superconformal algebra and for that we need to show the existence of all the higher
KK towers of supercharges as well. On S6, those higher supercharges are corresponding
to the other solution ε = eσ/2xMΓMε2.
6
4 Dictionary between 6d and 5d languages
We will assume the 6d metric is of the general circle-bundle form
ds2 = −r2(dt+ κmdxm)2 +Gmndxmdxn
We take time to be compact t ∼ t+ 2pi and we define
wmn = ∂mκn − ∂nκm
To get a 5d formulation, we expand all the 6d fields in terms of modes
Φ(t, xm) = Φ0(x
m) +
∑
n∈Z
Φn(x
m)eint
To get to the 6d theory on the Euclidean space whose metric is
ds2 = r2(dt+ κmdx
m)2 +Gmndx
mdxn
what we need to do from the 5d perspective, is to replace the KK mode number n
everywhere by in, but we will not do this here.
The 6d conformal Killing spinor equation expressed in terms of 5d quantities reads [8]
D˜mε = γmη − r
4
wmnγ
nε+ κm∂0ε
η =
1
r
∂0ε− r
8
wmnγ
mnε+
1
2r
(∂mr)γ
mε (4.1)
Here we put a tilde on 5d quantities, so for instance D˜m is the 5d spinor derivative that
uses the 5d spin connection. The precise expressions for the derivatives acting on spinors
are presented in the appendix.
As we want closure on a 6d Lie derivative but we use a 5d formulation, we first need
to understand how to express the 6d Lie derivatives in terms of 5d quantities. First we
relate the 6d quantity
SM = ε¯ΓMε
with the 5d quantities
sm = ε¯γmε
s = −ε¯ε
By using corresponding relations between the 6d and 5d gamma matrices, we get the
following relations
Sm = sm
7
S0 = −s
r
− κmsm
and
Sm = sm + κmrs
S0 = rs
Let us now consider the 6d Lie derivatives on a scalar, a two-form and a spinor,
LSσ = SM∂Mσ
LSBMN = SP∂PBMN + (∂MSP )BPN + (∂MSP )BMP
LSχ = SMDMχ+ 1
4
(DMSN)Γ
MNχ
If we express these 6d Lie derivatives in terms of 5d quantities, they become
LSσ = sm (∂mσ − κm∂0σ)− s
r
∂0σ
LSAm = sp (∂pAm − κp∂0Am)− s
r
∂0Am + (∂ms
p)Ap
−1
r
(∂0s)Am − κn(∂0sn)Am − (∂0sn)Bnm
LSBmn = sp (∂pBmn − κp∂0Bmn) + 2(∂[msp)B|p|n] − s
r
∂0Bmn
+2∂m
(s
r
+ κqs
q
)
An
LSχ = sm(D˜mχ− κm∂0χ)− s
r
∂0χ+
1
4
(∂msn + rswmn) γ
mnχ
Alternatively we can write
LSAm = sp∂pAm + (∂msp)Ap
−∂0
(
spκpAm +
s
r
Am
)
− (∂0sn)Bnm
Let us also here note the following identities,
∂ms = rwmns
n +
s
r
∂mr − 1
r
∂0sm + κm∂0s
∂m(rs) + 4rε¯γmη = ∂0sm + rκm∂0s
∂msn + 2ε¯γmnη =
rs
2
wmn + κm∂0sn
The abelian 6d fermionic equation of motion
ΓMDMχ = 0
becomes in the 5d language
γm(D˜mχ− ∂0κmχ)− 1
r
∂0χ+
1
2r
(∂mr)γ
mχ− r
8
wmnγ
mnχ = 0
8
5 The (1, 0) supermultiplets
As was noted in [11], it is necessary to break supersymmetry by half in order to write
down a non-abelian generalization. We impose the Weyl projection condition
τ 5ε = −ε
thus breaking SO(5) R-symmetry down to SO(4) = SU(2)R × SU(2)F , where the first
factor SU(2)R is the resulting R symmetry and the second factor SU(2)F is a flavor
symmetry. We then use the index notation A = (i, 5) where i = 1, 2, 3, 4. This will reduce
the amount of supersymmetry by half, to (1, 0), and it splits the (2, 0) tensor multiplet
fermion into a (1, 0) tensor multiplet fermion χ and a hypermultiplet fermion ζ subject
to
τ 5χ = −χ
τ 5ζ = ζ
The supersymmetry variations for the abelian (1, 0) tensor multiplet in the 5d langauge
were obtained in the appendix in [15]. They are given by
δσ = −iε¯χ
δAm = irε¯γmχ
δBmn = iε¯γmnχ− 2irκ[mε¯γnχ
δχ =
1
2r
γmnεFmn + γmε (∂mσ − inκmσ) + in
r
εζ + 4ησ
For the hypermultiplet one may likewise obtain
δσi = iε¯τ iζ
δζ = −γmτ iε (∂mσi − inκmσi)− in
r
τ iεσi − 4τ iησi
All our fields carry a hidden KK mode index n in terms of which we represent ∂0 as in
where n is integer. For the abelian case we do not need a separate treatment of the zero
modes n = 0 but the above variations apply to those zero modes as well. Now since these
are nothing but a rewriting of the 6d supersymmery variations, there must be the infinite
tower of KK supercharges satisfying (4.1).
6 Abelian supersymmetry
As we will introduce a more general mode expansion below, let us now write the 6d
supersymmetry variations for the tensor multiplet without any mode expansion where we
9
use the time derivative ∂0 instead of writing it in terms of the modes. Then we have
δσ = −iε¯χ
δAm = irε¯γmχ
δBmn = iε¯γmnχ− 2irκmε¯γnχ
δχ =
1
2r
γmnεFmn + γmε (Dmσ − κm∂0χ) + 1
r
ε∂0σ + 4ησ
The closure relations are
δ2σ = −iLSσ − 4iε¯ησ
δ2Am = −iLSAm + (∂mΛ0 − κm∂0Λ0)− ∂0Λ˜m
δ2Bmn = −iLSBmn + 2∂m
(
Λ˜n + κmΛ0
)
+isrE [B]rmn
δ2χ = −iLSχ− 5iε¯ηχ+ ir
8
smn,ijwmnτ
ijχ
+
(
−3i
8
s+
3i
8
spγ
p +
i
64
sijpqγ
pqτ ij
)
E [χ]
We thus have closure on-shell, that is when we put
E [B]rmn = Hrmn + 1
2r
ErmnpqFpq − 3κrFmn
E [χ] = γm(D˜mχ− κm∂0χ)− 1
r
∂0χ+
1
2r
(∂mr)γ
mχ− r
8
wmnγ
mnχ
to zero. We then have closure up to a gerbe gauge transformation, with the gauge pa-
rameters
Λ0 = i (s
mAm − rsσ)
Λ˜m =
i
r
(sAm − rsmσ) + isn (κnAm − κmAn)− iBmnsn
The superconformal Lagrangian is given by [1], [8], [10], [11], [13]
L = 1
4r
FmnFmn + 1
8
EmnpqrFmn∂−10 (∂r − κr∂0)Fpqκr
+
1
2r3
(∂0σ)
2 − 1
2r
Gmn (∂mσ − κm∂0σ) (∂nσ − κn∂0σ)− K
2r
σ2
+
i
2r2
χ¯∂0χ− i
2r
χ¯γm
(
D˜mχ− κm∂0χ
)
+
i
16r
χ¯γmnχwmn (6.1)
where (R˜ denotes the Ricci scalar on the base manifold)
K =
R˜
5
− r
2
20
w2mn −
3
5r
D2mr
Here we introduce ∂−10 that we shall define as the inverse of ∂0 for the KK modes, and zero
when it acts on a zero mode. What we really should do, is to separate this Lagrangian
10
into a zero mode part (5d SYM) and a KK tower, but we may condense the notation if
we define ∂−10 to be zero when it acts on 5d SYM fields.
If we vary Am in this Lagrangian, then we get the Maxwell equation of motion, which
is a consequence of the selfduality equation. If we vary Bmn for the KK modes then we
actually get the selfduality equation of motion itself.
A term like ψ¯γmψ∂mr = 0 is identically zero. So such a term could never produce
the second term − 1
2r
(∂mr)γ
mψ in the fermionic equation of motion. This shows that the
prefactor 1/r in front of the Lagrangian can be obtained from supersymmetry alone, once
r has been made space-dependent.
7 Mode expansion
We introduce a discrete basis of real-valued 2pi periodic functions ϕa(t) on the circle fiber,
where a ∈ Z. Since it is a basis, we can expand the derivative in the basis functions as
∂0ϕ
a(t) = ϕb(t)Tb
a
for some matrix Tb
a. If we define the metric
hab =
∫
dtϕa(t)ϕb(t)
then we find the constraints
T ab + T ba = 0
where
T ab = T ach
cb
We have the completeness relation
habϕ
a(t′)ϕb(t) = δ(t− t′)
where hab denotes the inverse metric. Any function on the circle can be mode expaned as
f(t) = faϕ
a(t)
where the coefficients are
fa =
∫
dtf(t)ϕa(t)
11
If we have a function on the form
v(t) = vab...ϕ
a(t)ϕb(t)...
then we get
∂0v(t) = T [vab...]ϕ
a(t)ϕb(t)...
where we define
T [vab...] = Ta
a′va′b... + Tb
b′vab′... + ...
In particular, we find that the metric is time translation invariant,
T [hab] = 0
We define
fabc...d =
∫
dtϕa(t)ϕb(t)ϕc(t)...ϕd(t)
8 A nonlocal time derivative operator
Let us consider a function f(t) of time t. We may define the time derivative of this
function as a limit
T [f(t)] = lim
ε→0
f(t+ ε)− f(t)
ε
We will also use the conventional notation
T [f(t)] = ∂tf(t)
The function as well as its time derivative are local, because they are defined locally at
each point t. We may generalize the concept of a local function of time, to a nonlocal
function of time f(t′, t) which depends on time through two time points t′ and t that
may or may not be equal. We would now like to define a time derivative of this nonlocal
function. If we do not discriminate among t and t′, then the natural generalization from
the local to the nonlocal time derivative, will be as the following limit
T [f(t′, t)] = lim
ε→0
f(t+ ε, t′ + ε)− f(t, t′)
ε
or in other words,
T [f(t′, t)] = ∂t′f(t′, t) + ∂tf(t′, t)
12
We do not need to worry about reparametrization invariance of our definition of T [f(t′, t)],
because for our circle bundle the time coordinate is fixed and can not be reparametrized
without taking us outside the circle bundle form of the metric. For the special case that
f(t′, t) = g(t′)h(t) is a product of two local functions, we get
T [g(t′)h(t)] = ∂t′g(t′)h(t) + g(t′)∂th(t)
and we see that the limit t′ → t is smooth, and in the limit we recover the chain rule for
the time derivative of a product of two functions,
T [g(t)h(t)] = ∂tg(t)h(t) + g(t)∂th(t)
Let us now consider an infinitesimal supersymmetry variation
δε(t)Φ(t)
of some field Φ(t) depending locally on t. In the Lagrangian there may appear a time
derivative of this field, and therefore we will need to understand what is a local variation
of that time derivative as well. We define
δε(t)T [Φ(t)] = T [δε(t)Φ(t)]
To make this more concrete, let us assume that the variation depends linearly on ε(t) as
δε(t)Φ(t) = ε(t)Ψ(t)
We then have
δε(t)T [Φ(t)] = T [ε(t)Φ(t)] = ∂tε(t)Φ(t) + ε(t)∂tΦ(t) (8.1)
In the last step we have used the chain rule for the time derivative.
We would now like to introduce a nonlocal supersymmetry variation
δε(t′)Φ(t) = ε(t
′)Ψ(t)
The Lagrangian is the same local Lagrangian, and it may contain the local time derivative
T [Φ(t)] = ∂tΦ(t) of that field. Now we would like to ask ourselves how this will vary when
we act by the nonlocal supersymmtry variation,
δε(t′)T [Φ(t)] =?
If we define this as follows
δε(t′)T [Φ(t)] = ε¯(t
′)∂tΨ(t)
13
then we will run into the problem of having a discontinuity as t′ approaches t. Namely,
when t′ = t, we have by the chain rule the result in (8.1), which means that our equations
will be inconsistent, or we will need a different set of equations when t′ 6= t as compared
to when t′ = t. Therefore we will instead propose that we shall not view T that appears in
the Lagrangian as the local time derivative ∂t, but rather as a more general time derivative
operator as we defined it above, and which reduces to the local time derivative when it
acts on a local field. Thus our proposal is that for the nonlocal supersymmetry variation,
the time derivative of a field will vary according to
δε(t′)T [Φ(t)] = T [δε(t′)Φ(t)] = ∂t′ε(t
′)Ψ(t) + ε¯(t′)∂tΨ(t)
This definition is now consistent in the sense that it applies to both the case that t′ 6= t as
well as to the case when t′ = t, where the usual chain rule of differention can be applied.
In terms of modes, this relation reads
δaT [Φb] = T [δaΦb] = Ta
cδcΦb + Tb
cδaΦc (8.2)
where we define
δa =
∫
dt′ϕa(t′)δε(t′)
9 Abelian nonlocal supersymmetry
We mode expand the supersymmetry parameter as
ε(t) = εaϕ
a(t)
The Killing spinor equation on the modes becomes
D˜mεa = γmηa − r
4
wmnγ
nεa + κmTa
bεb
ηa =
1
r
Ta
bεb − r
8
wmnγ
mnεa +
1
2r
(∂mr)γ
mεa
We derive the identities1
∂msef = rwmns
n
ef +
1
r
(∂mr)sef
−1
r
T [sm,ef ] + κmT [sef ] (9.1)
∂m(rsef ) + 4rε¯eγmηf = T [sm,ef ] + rκmT [sef ] (9.2)
∂[msn],ef + 2ε¯eγmnηf =
r
2
sefwmn + κ[mT [sn],ef ] (9.3)
1Round brackets means symmetrization and square brackets means antisymmetrization, all with
weight one.
14
Here we define
sef = −ε¯(eεf)
smef = ε¯(eγ
mεf)
The nonlocal abelian supersymmetry variations read
δaσb = −iε¯aσb
δaAm,b = irε¯aγmχb
δaBmn,b = iε¯aγmnχb − 2irκ[mε¯aγnχb
δaχb =
1
2r
γmnεaFmn,b + γmεa (Dmσb − Tbcκmσc) + 1
r
Tb
cεaσc + 4ηaσb
The abelian action (6.1) is invariant under these nonlocal variations, and hence they
are symmetry variations. But for this we must interpret the local time derivatives that
appears in the action as time derivative operators with the property (8.2).
The closure relations are
1
2
{δf , δe}σb = −iLS,efσb − 4iε¯eηfσb
1
2
{δf , δe}Am,b = −iLS,efAm,b + (∂mΛ0,efb − κmT [Λ0,efb])− T [Λ˜m,efb]
1
2
{δf , δe}Bmn,b = −iLS,efBmn,b + 2∂m
(
Λ˜n,efb + κmΛ0,efb
)
+isrefE [Bb]rmn
1
2
{δf , δe}χb = −iLS,efχb − 5iε¯eηfχb + ir
8
smn,ijef wmnτ
ijχb
+
(
−3i
8
sef +
3i
8
sp,efγ
p +
i
64
sijpq,efγ
pqτ ij
)
E [χb]
where
Λ0,efb = i
(
smefAm,b − rsefσb
)
Λ˜m,efb =
i
r
(sefAm,b − rsm,efσb) + isnef (κnAm,b − κmAn,b)− iBmn,bsnef
Here LS,ef = LSef denotes the 6d Lie derivative along the 6d vector field SMef = ε¯eΓMεf .
We can extract the 6d conformal Killing vector field SM(t) = ε¯(t)ΓMε(t) by contracting
with ϕe(t)ϕf (t). Still the resulting conformal transformation, the Lie derivative acting on
the field, will be nonlocal because the field has to be in general evaluated at a different
time from the time t. Thus closure results in conformal transformations of the nonlocal
type LS(t)Φ(t′). This shall be contrasted with local variations, which result in closure
relations on the form
δ2Φa = fa
efgLS,efΦg
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By contracting this relation with ϕa(t) and noting the identity
ϕa(t)fa
efg = ϕe(t)ϕf (t)ϕg(t)
we get
δ2Φ(t) = LS(t)Φ(t)
where S(t) = ε¯(t)ΓMε(t). This is the usual local conformal transformation.
10 Nonabelian nonlocal supersymmetry
Having the set the ground, we are now ready to present an ansatz for the nonabelian
generalization of the nonlocal superconformal variations. For the zero modes we take the
nonlocal variations to be
δaφ = −iε¯aχ
δaam = irε¯aγmψ
δaψ =
1
2r
γmnεafmn + γ
mεaDmφ+ 4ηaφ
As we advertised in the introduction, we see that with a nonlocal variation we are able
to express these variations in a close form such that the variation only involves the zero
mode fields. For a local variation we are instead forced to pick the zero mode ε0 (for
which ∂0ε0 = 0) as the supersymmety parameter and thereby we reduce the symmetry
to C5d,(1,0). It is only by allowing for the variation to be nonlocal that we can allow the
supersymmetry parameter to carry a nonvanishing mode number εa whose time derivative
Ta
bεb is nonvanishing and then we can realize C6d,(1,0).
For the KK modes, we make the ansatz
δaσb = −iε¯aχb
δaAm,b = irε¯aγmχb
δaBmn,b = iε¯aγmnχb − 2irκ[mε¯aγnχb + Cbc ([φ, ε¯aγmnχc]− [σc, ε¯aγmnψ]) + C˜bc[An,c, ε¯aγmψ]
δaχb =
1
2r
γmnεaFmn,b + γmεa (Dmσb − Tbcκmσc) + 1
r
Tb
cεaσc + 4ηaσb − irεa[φ, σb]
Let here illustrate how we determine the coefficients Cb
c and C˜b
c. We then begin by
considering
δfδeBmn,b = −2irκmε¯eγnδfχb + Cbc[φ, ε¯eγmnδfχc] + ...
where we insert the variation
δfχb = γ
mεfTb
cκmσc − irεf [φ, σb] + ...
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We then get
δfδeBmn,b = −2r2κmε¯eγnεf [φ, σb]− 2CbcTcdκmε¯eγnεf [φ, σd] + ...
For these terms to cancel, we shall take
Ca
b = −r2(T−1)ab
Let us now look at a term
δfδeBmn,b = −iε¯eγrεfHrmn,b + ...
that arises when we use a selfduality equation of motion. Here we define
Hrmn,b = 3DrBmn − i(T−1)bc[Ar,c, fmn]− 2i(T−1)bc[Am,c, fnr]
The last term gives rise to a term
δfδeBmn,b = −2ε¯eγrεf (T−1)bc[Am,c, fnr] + ...
that we need to cancel. We cancel it by varying the term in δeBmn,b that is proportional
to C˜b
c, which will produce a term of the form
δfδeBmn,b = −1
r
ε¯eγ
rεf C˜b
c[Am,c, fnr] + ...
We see that for the two terms to cancel, we shall take
C˜a
b = −2r(T−1)ab
We have now found that we should have
δaBmn,b = iε¯aγmnχb − 2irκmε¯aγnχb
+r2(T−1)bc ([σc, ε¯aγmnψ]− [φ, ε¯aγmnχc])− 2r(T−1)bc[An,c, ε¯aγmψ]
and then the closure relations become
1
2
{δf , δe}σb = −iLS,efσb − 4iε¯eηfσb − i[σb, λef ]
1
2
{δf , δe}Am,b = −iLS,efAm,b + (DmΛ0,efb − κmT [Λ0,efb])− T [Λ˜m,efb]− i[Am,b, λef ]
1
2
{δf , δe}Bmn,b = −iLS,efBmn,b
+2D[m
(
Λ˜n],efb + κnΛ0,efb
)
− i[Bmn,b, λef ] + i[fmn, T−1[Λ0,efb]]
+isrE [B]rmn,b
1
2
{δf , δe}χb = −iLS,efχb − 5iε¯eηfχb + ir
8
smn,ijef wmnτ
ijχb
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−i[χb, λef ]
+
(
−3i
8
sef +
3i
8
sp,efγ
p +
i
64
sijpq,efγ
pqτ ij
)
E [χb]
where
E [B]rmn,b = Hrmn,b
+
1
2r
Ermnpq
(
Fpq − ir2(T−1)bc([σc, fpq]− [φ,Fpq,c]) + r
3
2
(T−1)bc{ψ¯γpqχc}
)
−3κrFmn,b
E [χb] = γm(D˜mχb − κmTbcχc)− 1
r
Tb
cχc +
1
2r
(∂mr)γ
mχb − r
8
wmnγ
mnχb
−ir[χb, φ] + 2ir[ψ, σb]
and
λef = i
(
sqefaq − rsefφ
)
Λ0,efb = i
(
sqefAq,b − rsefσb
)
Λ˜m,efb = −iBmn,bsnef − i
(
sm,efσb − sef
r
Am,b
)
+isnef (κnAm,b − κmAn,b)− rT−1 [φ, rsm,efσb − sefAm,b]
11 Discussion
One application that our result might have is to resolve the conflict between the two
proposals [4], [5] and [6], [11], [15]. The conflict may get resolved by utilizing the non-
local superconformal transformation. We have seen that it seems impossible to realize
the C6d,(1,0) symmetry locally in a classical field theory. There may be other ways this
symmetry can get realized. One possiblilty is that C6d,(1,0) emerges at quantum level by
means of instanton particles and enhance the classical symmetry C5d,(1,0) that was shown
to be present at the classical level in 5d SYM in [16]. This would be similar to how N = 8
emerges at quantum level by means of monopole operators from N = 6 ABJM theory.
What plays the role of ABJM for M2 would then be 5d SYM for M5. Another possibility,
which need not be in conflict with this instanton-particle proposal, is if there is a classical
field theory in which C6d,(1,0) is realized in a nonlocal way. If we demand an ordinary local
field theory description of the 6d (1,0) tensor multiplet, then the only possibiltiy seems to
be a 5d SYM, or something similar (for example lightcone reduction of 6d theory), that
has a subgroup of C6d,(1,0) realized at a classical level. This does not rule out the possibilty
that there may exist ways to realize C6d,(1,0) classically, only that we may not be able to
realized it as a local symmety in a local field theory.
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Regarding the proposal in [6], [11], [15], we would now like to argue that this proposal
corresponds to a nonlocal field theory. This can be seen from three places. Gauge sym-
metry is nonlocal, the selfduality equation of motion is nonlocal. But even if that is not
convincing enough (one may perhaps object by saying that neither Hrmn nor the gauge
symmetry are really needed in the description of the theory?), then we have now provided
a third indication that the theory is nonlocal. Namely even if the theory is an ordinary
local field theory on S6, it would necessarily become nonlocal if we apply a nonlocally
realized conformal transformation to map this theory to R6. Then we will get a nonlocal
theory on R6 because the transformation is nonlocal, and in particular that means that
6d Lorentz symmery will be realized in a nonlocal way on R6.
Let us discuss the question of how to obtain (2, 0) supersymmetry. We have failed with
a manifestly SO(5) covariant ansatz for the supersymmetry with a KK tower (unless of
course the gauge group is abelian). We then need a unit vector vA that selects a direction
on S4 and breaks (2, 0) supersymmetry down to (1, 0). We may hopefully be able to extract
a nonabelian action S[vA, φA] from our results (this would be rather straightforward) from
which we may get an SO(5) invariant action by integrating over vA ∈ S4,∫
S4
dve−S[v,φ] = e−Seff [φ]
Then the question is if Seff will also be (2, 0) supersymmetric. This seems to be a difficult
question.
Another interesting application of the circle-bundle formulation of the 6d tensor mul-
tiplet is to singular fibrations [3], [9], [17]. The circle fiber may shrinks to zero size at
a submanifold of dimensions 0, 2 and 4 respectively [3]. We can see those dimensions
appear from the following sequence of conformally flat six-manifolds, S6, H2 × S4 and
H4 × S2. Odd dimensional spheres have the Hopf fibration and are regular fibrations.
But even dimensional spheres necessarily have singular fibrations. It will be interesting to
derive the corresponding theories that we may need to supplement to 5d SYM and that
live at those singular points or submanifolds. Perhaps one may use results from [2] that
provides a machinery to derive supersymmetric boundary theories. Here we have singular
loci, and they are not quite boundaries though.
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A Closure on σb
We get
1
2
{δf , δe}σb = −iε¯eγmεf (Dmσb − Tbcκmσc)− i
r
ε¯eεfTb
cσc
−4iε¯eηfσb
−rε¯eεf [φ, σb]
We will write this as
1
2
{δf , δe}σb = −iLS,efσb − 4iε¯eηfσb − i[σb, λef ]
where
λef = i
(
smefam − rsefφ
)
B Closure on Am,b
We divide the computation into three pieces,
δfδeAm,b = irε¯eγm
(
δfχb + δ
′
fχb + δ
′′
fχb
)
where
δaχb =
1
2r
γmnεaFmn,b
δ′aχb = γ
mεa (Dmσb − Tbcκmσc) + 1
r
Tb
cεaσc + 4ηaσb
δ′′aχb = −irεa[φ, σb]
We get
δfδeAm,b = is
q
efFmq,b
where we define
Fmn,a = 2DmAn,a + TabBmn,b
Then
δfδeAm,b = −iLS,efAm,b +Dm
(
isqefAq,b
)
−T [ i
r
sefAm,b + is
q
efκqAm,b + is
q
efBqm]
+[Am,b, s
q
ef ]
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Next
δ′fδeAm,b = −irsef (Dmσb − Tbcκmσc) + ism,efTbcσc + 4irε¯eγmηfσb
We extract a total derivative,
δ′fδeAm,b = Dm (−rsefσb) + irsefTbcσcκm + ism,efTbcσc
+i∂m(rsef ) + 4irε¯eγmηfσb
Now we apply (9.2) on the second line and get
δ′fδeAm,b = Dm (−rsefσb)− κm (−irT [sefσb])− T [−ism,efσb]
Let us finally extract all commutators. One is from δfχb and another is from δ
′′
fχb,
(δfδeAm,b)comm = [Am,b, s
n
efan] + r
2sm,ef [φ, σb]
= [Am,b, s
n
efan − rsefφ]− r[φ, sefAm,b − rsm,efσb]
= −i[Am,b, λef ]− T [Λ˜m,efb]
where
Λ˜m,efb = rT
−1[φ, sefAm,b − rsm,efσb]
C Closure on Am, local computation
We here present part of the closure computation for local C5d,(1,0) superconformal symme-
try variations where ∂0ε = 0 and the variations are
δσ = −iε¯χ
δAm = irε¯γmχ
δBmn = iε¯γmnχ− 2irκ[mε¯γnχ+ ir
2
n
([σ, ε¯γmnψ]− [φ, ε¯γmnχ])− 2ir
n
[An, ε¯γmψ]
δχ =
1
2r
γmnεFmn + γmε (Dmσ − inκmσ) + in
r
εσ + 4ησ − irε[φ, σ]
This way we can see that the corresponding nonlocal computation is almost completely
analogous, and that in gets replaced by T . We get
δ2Am = is
nFmn − irs (Dmσ − inκmσ)− nsmσ + 4irε¯γmησ + r2ε¯γmεsm[φ, σ]
We rewrite this as
δ2Am = −iLSAm +Dm (i(sqAq − rsσ))
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+nsnκnAm − nκmrsσ
−n
(
Bmns
n + smσ − s
r
Am − 1
n
r2sm[φ, σ]
)
+ [Am, s
qaq]
+i∂m(rs)σ + 4irε¯γmησ
where we have extracted the 6d Lie derivative. We note that the last line is zero as a
consequence of the 5d Killing spinor equation. We add and subtract [Am, rsφ] and get
δ2Am = −iLSAm +Dm (i(sqAq − rsσ))
+nsnκnAm − nrsκmσ
−n
(
Bmns
n + smσ − s
r
Am +
1
n
r[φ, sAm − rsmσ]
)
+ [Am, s
qaq − rsφ]
We can write this in the form
δ2Am = −iLSAm +DmΛ0 − inκmΛ0 − inΛ˜m − i[Am, λ]
where
λ = i(sqaq − rsφ)
Λ0 = i(s
qAq − rsσ)
Λ˜m = −isn (κmAn − κnAm)− iBmnsn + i
r
(sAm − rsmσ)
−ir
n
[φ, sAm − rsmσ] (C.1)
D Closure on Bmn, local computation
We get
δ2Bmn =
is
r
Fmn + i
2r
srEmnrpqFpq − 2iκmsqFnq
+2Dm (−i(sn + rsκn)σ)
−2r2κmsnε[φ, σ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
W
+
ir2
n
[σ, ε¯γmnδψ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y
−ir
2
n
[φ, ε¯γmnδχ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z
−2ir
n
[An, ε¯γmδψ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
X
The contributions that appear in the first and the third lines are obvious, but to under-
stand the contribution on the second line require some computation. We get this result
from
(δ2Bmn)2nd = iε¯γmnδχ− 2irκmε¯γnδχ
where we plug in δχ = γpε(Dpσ − κp∂0σ) + 4ησ + ... and omit the dots. Then we get
(δ2Bmn)2nd = 2Dm(−isσ) + 2i(∂msn)σ + 4iε¯γmnησ
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+2irκm(sDnσ − 4ε¯γnησ)
Now we use (9.2) and (9.3) to get after some computation the result
(δ2Bmn)2nd = 2Dm(−isnσ − irκnsσ)
which is the second line.
Let us now consider the first line,
δ2Bmn =
i
r
sFmn + i
2r
srErmnpqFpq − 2iκmsrFnr
We assume some selfduality relation
1
2r
ErmnpqFpq = −Hrmn + 3κrFmn +Xrmn
where Xrmn will be determined from requiring on-shell closure. We then get
δ2Bmn =
is
r
Fmn − isrHrmn + isrκrFmn + isrXrmn
Then we use the definition
Hrmn = 3DrBmn − 3
n
[fmn, Ar]
and we get
δ2Bmn = −iLSBmn + 2DmΛn + [srar, Bmn] + is
r
n
[fmn, Ar] +
2isr
n
[frm, An] + is
rXrmn
We can write this in the form
δ2Bmn = −iLSBmn + 2DmΛn − i[Bmn, λ] + 1
n
[fmn,Λ0]
+
2isr
n
[frm, An] + is
rXrmn
where
Λ′m =
i
r
(sAm − rsmσ)− isrBmr + isrκrAm − irκmsσ
Λ′0 = is
rAr
λ′ = israr
We now notice that
Λ′m = Λ˜m + κmΛ0
where Λ˜m and Λ0 are given in (C.1).
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Let us now study the term
X := −2ir
n
[An, ε¯γmδψ]
where
δψ =
1
2r
γpqεfpq + γ
pεDpφ+ 4ηφ
We get
X = −2i
n
[An, s
qfmq]− 2i
n
[An, rε¯εDmφ]− 8ir
n
[An, ε¯γmηφ]
By using the 5d Killing spinor equation this can be recast in the form
X = −2i
n
[An, s
qfmq]− 2i
n
[An, Dm(rε¯εφ)]
We have two more terms
Y =
ir2
n
[σ, ε¯γmnδψ] =
irs
n
[σ, fmn] +
irsr
2n
Ermnpq[σ, fpq]
+
2ir2
n
sm[σ,Dnφ] +
4ir2
n
ε¯γmnη[σ, φ]
and
Z = −ir
2
n
[φ, ε¯γmnδχ] = −irs
n
[φ,Fmn]− irs
r
2n
Ermnpq[φ,Fpq]
−2ir
2
n
sm[φ,Dnσ]− 2r2smκn[φ, σ]− 4ir
2
n
ε¯γmnη[φ, σ]
Let us first notice that the fourth term in Z beautifully cancels against the term we called
W above. Next we collect the two terms
2ir2
n
sm([σ,Dnφ]− [φ,Dnσ]) = 2ir
2
n
smDn([σ, φ])
We also note that two terms add up to give
8ir2
n
ε¯γmnη[σ, φ]
and finally by expanding out the first term in Z and adding to it the last term in X, we
get
Dm
(
−2irs
n
[φ,An]
)
+ [rsφ,Bmn]
We can now summarize what we have got so far as
X + Y + Z +W =
irs
n
[σ, fmn] +
irsr
2n
Ermnpq[σ, fpq]
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+Dm
(
−2irs
n
[φ,An]
)
+ [rsφ,Bmn]− irs
r
2n
Ermnpq[φ,Fpq]
+
2ir2
n
smDn([σ, φ]) +
8ir2
n
ε¯γmnη[σ, φ]
−2i
n
[An, s
qfmq]
By using the 5d Killing spinor equation, we can write the third line above as
2ir2
n
smDn([σ, φ]) +
8ir2
n
ε¯γmnη[σ, φ] = Dn
(
2ir2
n
sm[σ, φ]
)
so that we get
X + Y +X +W =
irs
n
[σ, fmn] + [rsφ,Bmn]
+
irsr
2n
Ermnpq ([σ, fpq]− [φ,Fpq])
+Dm
(
−2irs
n
[φ,An]− 2ir
2
n
sn[σ, φ]
)
−2i
n
[An, s
qfmq]
We shall choose
Xrmn =
r
2n
Ermnpq ([σ, fpq]− [φ,Fpq])
and then the selfduality constraint reads
Hrmn = − 1
2r
Ermnpq
(
Fpq − r
2
n
([σ, fpq]− [φ,Fpq])
)
+ 3κrFmn
We now should also obtain the fermionic contribution to this selfdual equation. But that
will be the same as in flat space since the variation of those fields is the same as for
flat space case. That is so for δAm whose supersymmetry variation does not contain any
curvature correction proportional to say κm. We can therefore borrow the result for the
fermionic contribution directly from [15] that was obtained in flat space.
By adding the various contributions, we obtain the result presented in the main text.
E Relations between 6d and 5d quantities
We have the following 6d gamma matrices as expressed in terms of 5d gamma matrices
(decorated with tilde)
Γm = Γ˜m − rκmΓ0̂
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Γ0 = −rΓ0̂
Γm = Γ˜m
Γ0 =
1
r
Γ0̂ − κmΓ˜m
Γm0 =
1
r
Γ˜mΓ0̂ − κnΓ˜mn
Γm0 = −rΓ˜mΓ0̂
We represent the 11d gammas as
Γ0̂ = iσ2 ⊗ 1⊗ 1
Γm̂ = σ1 ⊗ γm ⊗ 1
ΓA = σ3 ⊗ 1⊗ τA
and the 6d chirality matrix as
Γ = σ3 ⊗ 1⊗ 1
The 6d covariant derivatives are related to 5d covariant derivatives as follows,
D0χ = inχ− r
2
8
wmnγ
mnχ− 1
2
(∂mr)γ
mχ
Dmχ = D˜mχ− inκmχ+ κmD0χ− r
4
wmnγ
nχ
For the supercharges, of opposite 6d chirality, there are some sign changes,
D0ε = inε− r
2
8
wmnγ
mnε+
1
2
(∂mr)γ
mε
Dmε = D˜mε− inκmε+ κmD0ε+ r
4
wmnγ
nε
In 5d we shall have
(γm)T = sCγmC−1
with s = +1. This can be understood as follows. For either sign s = ±1, we get
(γ5)T = (γ1234)T
= Cγ1234C−1
= Cγ5C−1
and so by SO(5) covariance, this should be true for all γm (m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
For 11d gamma matrices we have on the other hand
(ΓM)T = −C11dΓMC−111d
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and this is not in conflict with the fact that
Γ10 = Γ0123456789
since here we find 5 exhanges and (−1)5 = −1, so any sign s is fine by that argument.
An explicit realization is
C11d = ⊗ C × C ′
where we break SO(1, 10)→ SO(1, 5)× SO(5).
An explicit realization of the SO(5)R gammas is
τ I = σ1 ⊗ σI
τ 4 = σ2 ⊗ 1
τ 5 = −σ3 ⊗ 1
such that we have γ5 = γ1234. Then we have
C ′ = σ3 ⊗ 
and we realize
(γA)T = C ′γAC ′−1
It is important to note that when we use 5d language, we completely dispose of the
chirality matrix, and we use 5d spinors which are not Weyl. Then we define in 5d language
ε¯ = εTC ⊗ C ′
with ε being the 5d Dirac spinor, whereas in 6d we use the Weyl spinor and define
ε¯ = εT c⊗ C ⊗ C ′
The difference is crucial, since C11d = c⊗C ⊗C ′ is antisymmetric, while C5d = C ×C ′ is
symmetric. So for example, we use this fact to show that
ε¯τABε = (εTC5dτ
ABε)T = εT (−CτABC−1)CT5dε = −ε¯τABε
is vanishing.
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F Fierz identities
Using 11d gamma matrices, we have for commuting ε subject to the 6d Weyl projection
Γε = −ε
εε¯ =
1
16
(
ε¯ΓMεΓ
M − ε¯ΓMAεΓMA + 1
12
ΓMNPABεΓ
MNPAB
)
P+
where P+ = (1+Γ)/2. Using 6d and 5d gamma matrices that we relate to the 11d gamma
matrices through
ΓM = ΓM ⊗ 1
ΓA = Γ⊗ τA
where we recycle the same letter ΓM to refer to the 6d gamma matrices, we get
εε¯ =
1
16
(
ε¯ΓMεΓ
M + ε¯ΓMτ
AεΓMτA +
1
12
ε¯ΓMNP τ
ABεΓMNP τAB
)
P+
We also have
εη¯ =
1
16
(
η¯ε+ η¯τAετA − 1
2
η¯τABετAB
)
P−
+
1
16
(
−1
2
η¯ΓMNεΓMN − 1
2
η¯ΓMNτAεΓMNτ
A +
1
4
η¯ΓMNτABΓMNτ
AB
)
P−
and
ηε¯ = − 1
16
(
η¯ε+ η¯τAετA +
1
2
η¯τABετAB
)
P+
− 1
16
(
1
2
η¯ΓMNεΓMN +
1
2
η¯ΓMNτAεΓMNτ
A +
1
4
η¯ΓMNτABεΓMNτ
AB
)
P+
We have gamma matrix identities
{ΓMN ,ΓRST} = 12δRSMNΓT + 2ΓMNRST
ΓMNPΓRΓNP = −4ΓMR − 20gMR
ΓMNPΓRSTΓNP = 4Γ
MRST + 12gMRΓST
ΓMNPΓRSΓMNP = 24Γ
RS
τAτBτA = −3τB
τAτBCτA = τBC
These Fierz identities can be used to obtain the closure relation for the abelian (2, 0) 6d
tensor multiplet on the fermion. From (3.1) we first get
δ2ψ = i
(
1
4
ΓMNP εε¯ΓNP − ΓMτAεε¯τA
)
DMψ
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+i
(
−1
4
ΓMNP εη¯ΓMNP + Γ
MτAεη¯τAΓM − 4τAηε¯τA
)
ψ
We get from the first line
(δ2ψ)1st = −iSMDMψ
+
3i
8
SRΓ
RΓMDMψ
−1
8
ε¯ΓRτ
AετAΓRΓMDMψ
This is the complete result, the contribution from ΓRST τCD completely cancels out by
some lucky circumstances. Let us now move on to the second line,
(δ2ψ)2nd =
i
2
η¯ΓMNεΓ
MNψ
= − i
4
DMSNΓ
MNψ
This term combines with a term from the first line into a full Lie derivative
−iSMDMψ − i
4
DMSNΓ
MNψ =: −iLSψ
and so we get one of the closure relations presented in the main text.
Reduction to (1, 0) supersymmetry is done by imposing the condition
τ 5ε = −ε
and then we obtain the Fierz identity
εε¯ =
1
8
(ε¯ε+ ε¯γmεγ
m)− 1
64
ε¯γmnτ
ijεγmnτ ij
We also have made use of the following 5d gamma matrix identities
γmγpγm = −3γp
γmγpqγm = γ
pq
γmnγpγmn = −4γp
γmnγpqγmn = 4γ
pq
G Selfduality from a Lagrangian
Here we review the main result of [1], [10]. For abelian case, we have the selfduality
equation
1
r
Fmn = −1
6
EmnqrsHqrs + 1
2
EmnqrsFqrκs
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where
Fmn = Fmn + ∂0Bmn
Fmn = 2∂mAn
By using the Bianchi identity for Hqrs we get the Maxwell equation
Dm
(
1
r
Fmn
)
− 1
2
EmnqrsDm (Fqrκs) = 0
which follows from an action
L = 1
4r
FmnFmn − 1
8
EmnpqrFmnFpqκr + 1
24
EmnpqrBmn∂0Hrpq
by varying Am. But now we can also vary Bmn and then we get
∂0
(
1
2r
Fmn − 1
4
EmnpqrFpqκr − 1
12
EmnpqrHpqr
)
= 0
The last term can be replaced by
− 1
24
EmnpqrBmn∂0Hrpq = 1
8
EmnpqrFmn∂−10 ∂rFpq
where we note that ∂0Hrpq = 3∂rFpq. Thus we can write
L = 1
4r
FmnFmn + 1
8
EmnpqrFmn∂−10 (∂r − κr∂0)Fpq
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